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Access  to the blockchain also enables  the automaker to push boundaries  and experiment, including making its  own digital artworks  as  NFTs .
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German automaker Mercedes-Benz is joining the Aura Blockchain Consortium of luxury brands as a founding
member.

Operating as the only automaker founding member, Mercedes-Benz's is hoping to foster strategic opportunities,
providing additional digital experiences for consumers. The program initiated last year when LVMH, Prada Group
and Richemont joined forces on a program promoting the use of a single global blockchain solution open to all
luxury brands (see story).

"At Mercedes-Benz, we are expanding our brand activities to a completely new dimension of digital luxury," said
Bettina Fetzer, vice president communications and marketing at Mercedes-Benz AG, in a statement. "With Aura's
cutting edge blockchain solution, we make sure Mercedes-Benz once again sets standard for the automotive
industry."

Digital art 
The collaborative concept of Aura Blockchain Consortium will provide Mercedes-Benz with ready-to-use blockchain
and NFT technology, ultimately elevating the consumer experience while also fostering the digital luxury industry.

Mercedes is aiming to enhance and personalize its visual experiences throughout the VISION EQXX technology
program.
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Mercedes -Benz joins  several other luxury titans  in becoming a founding member of Aura Blockchain Consortium. Image credit: Prada Group

Access to the blockchain also enables the automaker to push boundaries and experiment, including making its own
digital artworks as NFTs.

Mercedes is looking to find its footing in the NFT market, planning subsequent drops and utilities in the future. The
automaker is also aiming to bring NFT collections into its cars and to turn them into personalized immersive art
spaces.

"As a design team we consistently strive to pair beauty with the extraordinary in all dimensions," said Gorden
Wagener, chief design officer at Mercedes-Benz Group AG, in a statement. "Therefore we are pushing our digital
luxury ambition with Crypto Art, as a new expression of our style and creativity.

"We use digital art to create desire in-car and beyond."
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